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Description :
Part 1 of this tutorial made the primary braid for the knife lanyard, this tutorial covers the decorative knots.
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Part 2 of the Braided Lanyard tutorial covers the decorative Cowboy knots of the project
only.  These cover knots are easy to do in reality, but difficult to describe and to photograph. 
This tutorial is a suppliment to David Morgan's superb Braiding book.

First, here is the completed project once again.  While the tan braid is a complete lanyard in itself, the black cover
knots add a bit of dimension to the project.

 2-Tailed Kangaroo Lanyard

See Part 1 of this tutorial for the braiding of the lanyard in tan leather.

The cover knots on this lanyard are purely decoration.  They are not required for strength or durability reasons.  The
bifurcation of the strings from 8-plait to two 4-plait tails is accented by the contrasting cover knot.  The join and
bifurcation of this project is sometimes the most difficult to do well, so the addition of a cover knot can cover flaws in
these two operations.  I choose not to cover the join, and added the knots on the tails to "balance" the design.

Over time this kangaroo lace will age to a red/brown color much like the knife handle.  The rosewood in this handle
has black streaks so I chose to use the black cover knots to match them.  As this lanyard gets used and wet the
colors will muddle up a bit, but it should age nicely and last a long time.

This cover knot is fully covered by David Morgan in his excellent text, Braiding Fine Leather, Techniques of the
Australian Whipmakers 2002 Cornell Maritime Press.  This book (pages 101-103) will be essential to follow this
tutorial.  This cover knot is easy, once done, but both this tutorial and Morgan's written description and photos are not
easy to follow for the first time.

Materials and tools were covered in Part 1 of this tutorial.

Cut a string of lace about 14 inches long.  Trim one end to a point or use a leather lacing needle to make this easier. 
I do not grease black lace that is to be added over tan lace.   The colors bleed while doing the work and these knots
do not need to slide up like braiding.  However, stretch and inspect the lace before starting.
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 First Pass

Start the first pass of the knot, by looping the lace over the braid.  Hold the tag end on the left.  Most photos to follow
will show this tag in the same place, but you will have to rotate the knot at times to thread the various bits.

 Second Pass

Bring the lace around for the second pass and go under the first pass.

 Under First Pass

Go over the lace on the back side, and bring around to the front.  You need to go under the lace that was the first
pass.
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 Third Pass

Then around on the right side and over the first pass and under the second back towards the right.  This one is
always confusing to me, but you are trying to do an over/under weave.

 Under Second Pass

Loop around the braid again and head back to the left, passing over/under once again.

 Fourth Pass

Around to the front once again and over/under again towards the right.

 Finish pattern heading back to beginning
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 Almost Done

And then finish with a sequence of over/under on the back side of the knot.

 Done

Tail of lace should not be back to the beginning of the knot.

 Tighten with Awl

Tighten it up and make sure the pattern is correct.

 Secure tag ends

Position the knot over the bifurcation, and run tag ends down the middle of the tan braid to fix the knot in position.  Do
a final tighten with an awl.

 Final tighten, trim tags

Trim tags and tuck any black lace into braid.  Pound and roll the knot to round it up.
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 Repeat on tails above terminator knot

Repeat on each tail.  These knots do not require the same sort of securing with the tag ends as they cannot move
against the crown and wall knot.  These tails could have been whipped instead of crown and wall knotted and then
covered.  That would be a bit neater, but I wanted the project to stand complete with just the tan braid.  Also over
time cover knots can loosen or slip off the end so this termination sequence is more secure.

 Finished Project

Resources

 Essential David Morgan Book

David Morgan, Braiding Fine Leather
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 Bruce Grants Advanced Manual

Bruce Grant's Encylopedia

David Morgan Hand cut Kangaroo Leather

Very nice machine cut Kangaroo Leather

Return to Part 1

Post-scriptum :

Version 1.0 7/1/2004 Beginning

Version 2.0 7/1/2004 Done
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